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Overview

ASSENT technology enables H.323 clients to traverse enterprise and residential firewall and NAT installations with only minimal changes to the client software.  ASSENT technology adds additional signalling elements to the session control messages that allows an endpoint and a public traversal server to determine the NAT bindings in effect for a particular session.  This document specifies how the ASSENT technology is applied to H.323.
Introduction

ASSENT technology enables H.323 clients to traverse enterprise and residential firewall and NAT installations without the need for additional equipment on the customer premises.  The technology introduces minor changes into the client behaviour that allows it, in conjunction with an ASSENT traversal server, to traverse the network boundaries that have thus far proved such an obstacle to multimedia communications.

The ASSENT technology allows endpoints in different address spaces to communicate with each other.  The basic architecture for an ASSENT system is shown in Figure 1.  Here, the network is divided into inside and outside networks by a NAT and/or firewall.  Typically the Inside network will be a private network, and may be managed by a corporation or an individual.  The outside network will typically be a public network such as the Internet, but may alternatively be another private network.  Communication is achieved by the endpoint in the inside network operating in conjunction with a traversal server in the outside network.  As such, the inside endpoint and the traversal server work together to establish a persistent two way connection across the NAT, and use probe packets to discover the addresses that have been modified by the NAT.
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Figure 1: ASSENT System Architecture

Figure 1 labels the endpoint in the outside network as the '(Apparent) Remote Endpoint.'  This is because the remote endpoint may in fact be behind another NAT, and thus be physically located in another address space.  If the remote endpoint is behind another NAT, it is necessary to be able to access it using addresses from the outside address space, perhaps by the remote endpoint also using ASSENT.  Hence the term '(Apparent) Remote Endpoint' is used to refer to the addresses by which the remote endpoint can be accessed in the outside address space, irrespective of the address space that it is physically located in.  To simplify the text, for the remainder of this document, any reference to the 'Remote Endpoint' should be taken to mean the '(Apparent) Remote Endpoint.'
ASSENT is designed to work in conjunction with a gatekeeper.  The gatekeeper is responsible for handling registrations and call routing.  It is assumed that the gatekeeper is ASSENT capable and is in fact also an ASSENT traversal server.
Figure 1 also illustrates the locations of the addresses referred to in this document.  The 'Endpoint Addresses' belong to the endpoint in the inside network and are allocated from the Inside address space.  The 'Remote Addresses' and 'Gatekeeper Addresses' belong to the (apparent) remote endpoint and the gatekeeper respectively and are allocated from the outside address space.  The traversal server has two sets of addresses: Inner TS Addresses and Outer TS Addresses.  Both sets of addresses are allocated from the outside address space.  The Inner TS Addresses are used to connect to endpoints in the inside network.  The Outer TS Addresses connect to entities in the outside network such as remote endpoints.  The ports for the Outer TS Addresses are dynamically assigned.  When IP packets traverse from the inside address space to the outside address space, the source addresses of the packets are modified by the NAT.  The addresses inserted by the NAT are referred to as 'NATted Addresses.'  NATted addresses are allocated from the outside address space.

 Implementation
Registration Procedure

ASSENT works by creating a persistent control path between the endpoint and the gatekeeper that can be used to exchange data from either party at any time.  This control channel is UDP based and is actually the RAS channel.  Due to various firewall and NAT implementations, NAT bindings between the endpoint and the gatekeeper may be torn down if no messages have flowed for a while.  Because of this it is necessary to send keep-alive probes on the RAS channel so that the key bindings are kept open.

Note: ASSENT imposes a limitation on what the RAS port of an endpoint is.  When an ASSENT gatekeeper detects an ASSENT registration it will send the RCF back to the same port that the original message was sent from.  This is necessary to get through firewalls and NAT.  In effect, an ASSENT gatekeeper will ignore the RAS address specified in the RRQ by an ASSENT endpoint and always use the originating address to send subsequent RAS messages to.  It is suggested for clarity that the RAS address that the endpoint places in the RRQ be the same address that the endpoint sends its RAS messages from.

Message Sequence

The endpoint sends a RRQ to the gatekeeper as normal, however, it additionally embeds ASSENT information into the genericData field of the RRQ.  This extra information declares that the endpoint is ASSENT aware and it also which versions of ASSENT are supported.  

The gatekeeper sends a RCF back to the endpoint assuming the endpoint is authorized to register with the gatekeeper (using normal gatekeeper policy).  Additionally the gatekeeper includes ASSENT information in the genericData field of the RCF.   This extra information declares the gatekeeper as being ASSENT aware, which version of ASSENT is being used and probe information which instructs the endpoint on how to keep this registration control path active

Message Format

The following RAS messages need to be modified to contain the extra ASSENT information.  The ASSENT information will be added to the optional genericData field of the RAS message.

RRQ

The ASSENT endpoint must encode the following information if it wants to make an ASSENT call: ASSENT type: client in this case, and ASSENT version: 1 in this case.

RCF

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information if it wants to support ASSENT calls.
ASSENT type of server, ASSENT version, an IP address to which to send probes and the probe value to use.

Outgoing Call Procedure

The outgoing call procedure is very similar to the normal outgoing call setup procedure in H.323.  However, in order for the gatekeeper to de-multiplex all calls onto the same port (2776) it is necessary for the endpoint to identify that call by first sending a probe to the gatekeeper on this port.  In addition, the Q.931 and H.245 control channels will need to be kept-alive by sending keep-alive probes.  The call sequence is described below.

Message Sequence

	The endpoint initiates the process as per normal by sending an ARQ to the gatekeeper.


	Assuming the endpoint is allowed to make the call, the gatekeeper responds with a ACF but it additionally adds extra ASSENT information into the genericData field of the ACF.  The extra information instructs the endpoint that it must send a probe for the Q.931 application protocol in order to setup the Q.931 connection to the gatekeeper


	The endpoint initiates a TCP connection to the call signalling address specified in the ACF.  Because it has also been instructed to probe on this connection, as soon as the TCP connection has been brought up the endpoint sends a probe on it to the gatekeeper.  After it has sent the probe it does not need to wait for an ACK as TCP probes are not acknowledged.  Instead it is free to send the Q.931 setup message to the gatekeeper on the same connection.  Call setup then proceeds as normal.


	The gatekeeper will send the endpoint a Q.931 connect message.  Additionally the gatekeeper will add extra ASSENT information to the connect message.  This extra information instructs the endpoint to probe in order to setup the H.245 channel.


	The endpoint initiates a TCP connection to the H.245 address specified in the Q.931 connect message.  Because it has also been instructed to probe on this connection, as soon as the TCP connection is brought up the Endpoint sends a probe on it to the gatekeeper.  After it has sent the probe it does not need to wait for an ACK.  It is then free to send H.245 caps onto the gatekeeper, H.245 signalling now continues as normal.


Message Format

The following RAS & Q.931messages need to be modified to contain the extra ASSENT information.  The ASSENT information will be added to the optional genericData field of the RAS message and to the optional genericData field of the H323-UU-PDU field of the Q.931 message.

ACF

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information if it wants the endpoint to make an ASSENT call: probe value and address to probe to.  This allows the gatekeeper to receive multiple H.245 streams from different endpoints to the same port. 

Connect

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information in order to get the endpoint to probe for the H.245 connection.: Prove value and address to probe to.  This allows the gatekeeper to receive multiple H.245 streams from different endpoints to the same port.

Incoming Call Procedure

The incoming call procedure is slightly different from the normal incoming H.323 call due to the fact that the gatekeeper cannot setup any TCP connections to the endpoint as it is behind a firewall and NAT.  All TCP connections must be initiated from the endpoint.  In order for this to happen it is necessary for the gatekeeper to inform the endpoint that it has received an incoming call for it.  This then instructs the endpoint to make an outbound TCP connection to the gatekeeper in order for it to receive the incoming call.  Once the TCP connection is established the call setup proceeds as normal.

Message Sequence
The gatekeeper receives a Q.931 call setup from a remote endpoint which is destined for the local endpoint that is behind Firewall/NAT.  

	The gatekeeper sends a RAS NonStandardMessage to the endpoint.  ASSENT information is added to the genericData field.  This extra ASSENT information instructs the endpoint that it needs to send a TCP probe for a Q.931 connection in order for it to receive an incoming call.  


	The Endpoint sends a RAS nonStandardMessage back to the gatekeeper to confirm receipt of the original nonStandardMessage.  It then initiates a TCP connection to the address specified in the ASSENT info.  Once the TCP connection is established the endpoint sends a probe on the connection to the gatekeeper.


	Having identified the connection the gatekeeper then sends the original Q.931 setup message down the connection to the endpoint and call setup now continues as per normal.


	Sometime later the gatekeeper will receive a TCP connect from the remote endpoint when it wishes to setup H.245.  Again the gatekeeper is unable to connect to the endpoint, so it must instruct the endpoint to initiate the TCP connect to the gatekeeper.  This time it does this by sending the request over the already established Q.931 control channel.


	The gatekeeper sends a Q.931 facility message to the endpoint instructing it to start H.245.  In addition the gatekeeper adds ASSENT information into the genericData field instructing the endpoint to probe for the H.245 TCP connection


	The endpoint initiates a TCP connection to the address specified in the facility message.  It then sends the probe as the first bytes of data on the connection.  As soon as it has sent the probe it is free to continue H.245 setup as per normal, i.e. it will now initiate H.245 capability exchange with the gatekeeper.


Message Format

The following RAS & Q.931messages need to be modified to contain the extra ASSENT information.  The ASSENT information will be added to the optional genericData field of the RAS message and to the optional genericData field of the H323-UU-PDU field of the Q.931 message.

NonStandardMessage

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information if it wants the endpoint to accept an ASSENT call: Probe vale and probe address.  This makes the endpoint connect out to the gatekeeper over TCP top receive the incoming setup message

Facility

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information in order to get the endpoint to TCP connect out to the gatekeeper to receive the incoming H.245 channel: Probe value and probe address.
Media Setup Procedure

The media setup procedure is different from the normal H.323 media setup due to the fact that the gatekeeper cannot send any media to the endpoint unless the endpoint has previously sent media to it.  Therefore it is necessary for the endpoint to probe for all media channels which makes sure that the media path is open between the endpoint and the gatekeeper before any media is sent.  The extra ASSENT information is carried within the OpenLogicalChannel & OpenLogicalChannelAck messages.
 
NOTE: ASSENT assumes that the endpoint supports symmetric RTP, i.e. the endpoints receives RTP & RTCP to the same ports as it sends media from for the same media stream.  This is especially important for the RTCP stream, the endpoint must send its RTCP from the same port to which it receives RCTP for the same media stream.

Message Sequence – Endpoint sends OLC

	The endpoint sends an OpenLogicalChannel to the gatekeeper requesting that it wishes to open a media channel to the gatekeeper for sending media to.  The endpoint embeds its RTCP address in this message as normal to enable it to receive RTCP from the gatekeeper.


	The gatekeeper responds with an OpenLogicalChannelAck containing the RTP & RTCP addresses to which the endpoint must send its media to.  In addition the gatekeeper embeds ASSENT information instructing the endpoint to probe the media addresses before it sends any data on these media channels


	The endpoint sends a probe for the RTP address to the gatekeeper.


	The endpoint sends a probe for the RTCP address to the gatekeeper.


	The gatekeeper replies with a probe ack for the RTP probe.


	The gatekeeper replies with a probe ack for the RTCP probe.


	The endpoint is now free to start sending media to the RTP and RTCP ports on the gatekeeper, in addition it will start receiving RTCP data from the gatekeeper.


Message Sequence – Gatekeeper sends OLC

	The gatekeeper sends an OpenLogicalChannel to the endpoint requesting that it wishes to open a media channel to the endpoint for sending media to.  The gatekeeper embeds its RTCP address in the message as normal to enable it to receive RTCP from the endpoint.  In addition the gatekeeper adds ASSENT information to the message instructing the endpoint that it must probe for both RTP & RTCP in order for it to be able to receive media from the gatekeeper.


	The endpoint sends an OpenLogicalChannelAck to the gatekeeper specifying its RTP and RTCP addresses to receive the media to.  (the gatekeeper will ignore these values as it uses the probes to determine where to send its media to).


	The endpoint sends a probe for the RTP address to the gatekeeper.


	The endpoint sends a probe for the RTCP address to the gatekeeper.


	The gatekeeper replies with a probe ack for the RTP channel.


	The gatekeeper replies with a probe ack for the RTCP channel.


	The gatekeeper is now free to send the media to the endpoint using the addresses it has determined from the probes.


NOTE:  ASSENT assumes that the endpoint sends its media from the same addresses that it sends the probes from for transmitting media channels.  Also the endpoint must send the probes from the same ports that it wishes to receive media to for receiving media channels.

Message Format

The following H.245 messages need to be modified to contain the extra ASSENT information.  The ASSENT information will be added to the optional nonStandardData field of the H.245 message.

OpenLogicalChannel

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information if it wants the endpoint to be able to receive the corresponding media for this OpenLogicalChannel: Probe values and addresses for RTP & RTCP This makes the endpoint probe out to the gatekeeper over UDP to receive the incoming RTP &RTCP channels.

OpenLogicalChannelAck

The ASSENT gatekeeper must encode the following information if it wants to be able to distinguish between different media streams sent from the endpoint to the gatekeeper: RTP & RTCP probe values and addresses. This makes the endpoint probe out to the gatekeeper over UDP to send the outgoing RTP &RTCP channels.

